
Spirals of Energy 
The Principles of Alignment



Overview 

● Principles vs Rules

● 3 Types of Alignment 

● Muscular Energy vs Organic Energy

● The Seven Loops of Alignment
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Principles vs Rules

Yoga as an art no less than a science, teaches not according to rules 

or discrete instructions, but according to principles. 

● In general, we can make the distinction in this way;

○ A ‘rule’ dictates that ‘you must always do it this way;’ 

○ A principle advises that ‘experience shows that things usually go better if 

you do it this way.’



3 Types of Alignment

Alignment of your limbs and body
● Alignment instructions prescribe the placement of the limbs relative to the central 

core of the body, and how the bones and joints line up relative to one another.

Alignment of your breath and the expression of the posture
● The movement of the breath or prana as an expression of mind and intention complements the 

posture. If breath and body are in conflict, your practice is missing the kind of inner alignment that 

really counts, regardless of how your posture appears outwardly.

Alignment of your inner feeling and intention is with the outer posture
● At this level, alignment expresses full Self-Awareness in the pose, which comes from steady, focused 

awareness of mind and dynamic symmetry within the body.
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Muscular Energy

● Muscular Energy:

○ Literally pulls us together in a pose; draws the energy inward towards 

the midline of the body. 

○ Brings a masculine quality of firmness, strength, security and power.

● Think about:

○ Muscle “Engagement”

○ Active Movements

○ Muscle Awareness

○ Active Stretching
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Organic Energy

● Organic Energy:

○ A current of energy that expands, flows and radiates outward from the 

core, bringing about extension with a feeling of lightness, freedom, 

suppleness and ease. 

● Think about:
○ Expansion

○ Stretching

○ Flow

○ Lengthening

○ “Rebounding energy”
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An Exercise in Muscular and Organic Energy

1. Stand with your feet wide apart; Make 

sure your feet are as wide as your hands 

with your arms outstretched

2. Turn your feet so that your feet are 

parallel with the ends of your yoga mat
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An Exercise in Muscular and Organic Energy

● Muscular Energy: 
○ Imagine you’re standing on ice and your 

legs are about to do a split.

○ Isometrically draw your feet toward 

each other.

○ Feel how the muscles of your legs are 

firm – particularly the inner thighs – and 

energy draws up your legs toward the 

core of your pelvis, creating an inner 

muscular lift.
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An Exercise in Muscular and Organic Energy

● Organic Energy:
○ Without losing this firmness and lift, extend 

from the core of your pelvis back down 

through your leg bones to root yourself 

firmly in the earth. 

○ Feel how energy can flow simultaneously 

in two directions – ‘up’ through the 

muscles and ‘down’ through the bones, as if 

you were pulling on long, tight boots. 

○ Feel how as you root firmly through your 

bones down into the earth, your spine 

releases and extends freely upward. 11



The Seven Loops
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Principles to guide subtle movements within the body to establish alignment:

Every loop has two simultaneous actions. 

Meaning, two things are happening at the same time as one part of the loop (or circle) 

moves, the other end must move as well.

The cues provided are examples, and are not absolute. 

Over time you’ll use your own words to guide these alignment cues.



The Seven Loops
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1. Skull Loop

2. Shoulder Loop

3. Kidney Loop

4. Pelvic Loop

5. Thigh Loop

6. Shin/Calf Loop

7. Ankle Loop

*Two movements happening at the same time.
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1. Skull Loop

2. Shoulder Loop

3. Kidney Loop

4. Pelvic Loop

5. Thigh Loop

6. Shin/Calf Loop

7. Ankle Loop

*Two movements happening at the same time.

Example Cues:

● Squeeze your inner thighs 

towards each other

● Draw your inner thighs up

● Press down through all four 

corners of the feet

● Push through the heel of your 

back foot

● Keep the back leg strong



The Seven Loops
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1. Skull Loop

2. Shoulder Loop

3. Kidney Loop

4. Pelvic Loop

5. Thigh Loop

6. Shin/Calf Loop

7. Ankle Loop

*Two movements happening at the same time.

Example Cues:

● Pull the lower belly in

● Draw your belly button 

towards your spine

● Lift up through the lower 

abdomen

● Lengthen tailbone down

● Engage your glutes



The Seven Loops
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1. Skull Loop

2. Shoulder Loop

3. Kidney Loop

4. Pelvic Loop

5. Thigh Loop

6. Shin/Calf Loop

7. Ankle Loop

*Two movements happening at the same time.

Example Cues:

● Lift up through the chest

● Pull your chest forward

● Open your heart

● Rotate your shoulders back

● Draw your shoulders back and 

down



The Seven Loops
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1. Skull Loop

2. Shoulder Loop

3. Kidney Loop

4. Pelvic Loop

5. Thigh Loop

6. Shin/Calf Loop

7. Ankle Loop

*Two movements happening at the same time.

Example Cues:

● Extend through the crown of 

your head

● Get longer in your spine

● Lift up through the back of 

your head

● Tuck the chin in slightly

● Look down slightly



Summary

● Principles vs Rules

● 3 Types of Alignment

● Muscular Energy vs Organic Energy

● The Seven Loops of Alignment
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Where do I start?

● Keep it simple: 
○ Focus on 1-2 loops as you’re moving 

through this training.

● We suggest starting with:
○ Thigh Loop
○ Pelvic Loop

● Eventually moving on to:
○ Kidney Loop
○ Shoulder Loop
○ Skull Loop



“It is through the 
alignment of the body 
that I discovered the 

alignment of my 
mind, self, and 

intelligence.

-BKS Iyengar



The Seven Loops
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1. Skull Loop

2. Shoulder Loop

3. Kidney Loop

4. Pelvic Loop

5. Thigh Loop

6. Shin/Calf Loop

7. Ankle Loop

*Two movements happening at the same time.

Example Cues:

● Tuck your front ribs in

● Draw your front ribs down/in

● Lift up through the back ribs

● Breath into your back body

● Expand through your back


